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I.  Introduction:
Thank-you  for  purchasing  what  you  will,  hopefully,  agree  is  the  most  versatile,  all  inclusive  hair
texturing solution for Iray renders in Daz Studio.  The quality of the hair in your scene can make or
break a render, which is why it is so important to start with great textures and shaders.  What is UHT2?
Universal Hair Textures 2, the much anticipated follow-up to UHT Hair Shaders for Iray.

UHT2: Ultimate Color is a set of custom hair textures and shader presets meant to replace those on
Hair Objects that do not have their own Iray material presets.  But, UHT2 is so much more than that.
With the option to use the original textures that come with the Hair Object in your scene, you have the
ability to add just the optimized settings for shine, translucency, and bump that UHT2 has to offer, then
further refine those settings with the Utility presets.  More detail on these functions will follow.

UHT2 also has the ability to convert the scalp textures to Iray and apply optimized settings to the scalp,
as well as color match the scalp to a wide array of hair colors.  But wait, there's more!

UHT2 Color Mixer is a specialized script written to enable you, the artist, to mix your own custom hair
colors  with an almost  endless  variety of  color  variation,  highlights,  lowlights,  balayage,  or  ombre
effects.  The effects can be used over ANY hair object with vertically aligned UVs.  That includes hair
that uses its original textures.  UHT2 Color Mixer does not change the shader settings.  It only affects
the Diffuse and Translucency channels, so mixing the colors over existing textures is quite effective.

Additionally, with UHT2 you have the option to tile the hair textures as many as ten times across the
hair model, allowing you to get realistic hair widths no matter the size of the strands on the UV map.
Use translucency presets to allow more or less light to pass between the layers of hair, which adds to
the richness of the hair model in your renders.  Use brightness presets to slightly darken or brighten the
hair where needed without actually changing the color or tone of the textures.  This is great for adding
just a bit of light in darker scenes, or toning down blown out colors from bright lights.

There is no guarantee that UHT2 will work on literally any hair available, but it does work wonders on
the vast majority of transmapped hair in your runtime, no matter the vendor, marketplace, figure or
generation.  Some hair was made with UVs that run horizontally rather than vertically, or the UVs have
not been laid out in strips, or maybe there are no UVs at all (such as with some fibermesh hair).  These
hair objects will not benefit from UHT2 quite as well as hair objects modeled with vertical strips for
UVs, but in many cases they can still be improved with the UHT2 settings.

A series of videos have been made to demonstrate some of the steps and techniques outlined in the
pages to follow.  At the end of each section, if a video has been made, there will be a link to the video
that corresponds to that section.  Additionally, a few other videos have been made to demonstrate some
layering techniques  not explicitly described in this  Guide,  such as using Color Mixer to create  an
Ombre Effect to the hair in your scene.  All of the User's Guide videos and the additional videos have
been collected in a Playlist on YouTube for easier viewing.  UHT2 How-To Videos
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II.  Using Original Textures

1.  Preparing Hair Model for UHT2

If the hair model you are using has textures included that are pleasing to you, but it does not
have Iray settings, or if the hair does have Iray settings, but does not render the way you would
like, or if you would like to be able to use the Color Mixer on the hair, you would want to first
apply the UHT2 presets for using original textures.  These presets will setup the proper Iray
channels for use with UHT2 utilities, as well as give you a nice starting point for adjusting the
materials.

Set up your scene, including any lights, and pose your hair as you would like to see it in your
final render.  Load a preset color from your hair object's list of included textures.  In other
words, the colors that came with the hair you purchased.

Setting up your lights and your scene prior to using UHT2 can be helpful when adjusting the
shine and translucency of the hair, but can certainly be done at a later time.  Further adjustments
to the hair may be required at that point.

**Please note, clicking the Original Textures presets will not restore original textures once
you have applied any UHT2 textures.  These presets will only work properly at the beginning
of your hair material setup process.

2.  Applying UHT2 !UseOriginalTextures Preset

To apply the  UHT2 !UseOriginalTextures  preset,  first  make sure  you  have  the  hair  object
selected in the scene, then select all hair surfaces in the Surfaces Tab.  Make sure NOT to select
the skullcap (scalp), and also not select any hair ties, ribbons, etc. which are not actually hair.
Scalp  settings  will  be  handled  separately.   Double-click  the  UHT2  !UseOriginalTextures
thumbnail, located in the Base Textures folder.

3.  Applying UHT2 !UseOriginalScalp Preset to Scalp/Skullcap

To apply the UHT2 !UseOriginalScalp preset, first make sure you have the hair object selected
in the scene, then select the scalp surface in the Surfaces Tab.  Make sure NOT to select any hair
surfaces, or any hair ties, ribbons, etc. which are not actually the scalp.  Some hair models call
this scalp surface “Skullcap” or “Cap”, or even sometimes “Hair Under”.  Be sure to check
carefully that you have the correct surface selected.  Double-click the UHT2 !UseOriginalScalp
thumbnail, located in the Scalp Textures folder.

4.  Making Adjustments using the UHT2 Utilities

At this stage, it is usually helpful to turn on the Iray Preview Render in the Daz Studio viewport
to see the adjustments as they are applied.  Or, you can simply do some quick test renders to
view the changes as you make them.

The  presets  provided  for  adjusting  your  hair  are  located  in  the  Utilities  folder.   They are
provided as a quick way to adjust certain settings and will affect more than one material channel
at a time.  Sometimes, further adjustments by the user might be needed.  For example, applying
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the UHT2 Translucency 02 Medium preset changes the translucency weight to 0.5, and the next
preset changes it to 0.6, so the user might want to apply the preset, then manually adjust the
Translucency weight up to 0.55, or down to 0.45.

For detailed descriptions of the UHT2 Utilities, see Section VI: Using Utilities for Fine Tuning

To watch an informal video on using the techniques described in this section, follow this link to
YouTube:  UHT2:  Using Original Textures

III.  Using UHT2 Scalp Textures

1.  Preparing Hair Model for Using UHT2 Scalp Textures

In most situations, especially with older hair models created before Daz Studio implemented
Iray,  you will want to use the UHT2 textures for your hair.   That often means you want to
change the color of the scalp to match the hair you are creating.

UHT2 tries to use a neutral starting texture for the hair, then tints the diffuse channel to make
the scalp “match” the hair you are using.  The UHT2 scalp presets are actually mini-scripts that
look at the original texture and find a map that will give a good, neutral base for tinting.  The
script first looks for a texture in the Diffuse Color channel.  It then copies that texture into the
Base Color and Translucency Color channels, then tints them accordingly.  If there is no Diffuse
Color texture, UHT2 presets will then look for a texture in the Bump channel and copy that into
the Base Color and Translucency Color channels, then tint accordingly.

For this reason, it is recommended that you look in the textures folder of the original hair
product and apply the lightest color the artist has provided to you.  In most cases, there is
a white or pale blond option.  This would be the best choice to use.

2.  Selecting a Color for the Scalp

In a large number of cases, the hair artist has created the hair without any visible scalp showing
in the final render.  It may not even be necessary to re-color the scalp at all, since it won't be
seen in your render.

But, for those situations where part of the scalp is showing, such as the hairline on the forehead,
or at the sideburns, you can match very closely the color of the hair on the rest of the head.

In my personal work, the scalp coloring is usually left as one of the final steps.  After mixing
your hair colors and adjusting the shine, brightness, and translucency, you may find that the
scalp color you want to use doesn't quite match anymore.  By doing this step near the end, you
can get a better match.  However, applying at least a close match in the beginning might help
you visualize your final hair a little easier.

UHT2 has matching scalp presets, located in the Scalp Textures folder, for nearly every color
available in the Base Textures folder.  They are named the same as the base textures to make it
easier  as  a  starting  point  for  a  color  match,  but  you are  certainly not  limited  to  using  the
matching color.  In real life, most hair is darker at the scalp then it is along the length of the hair.
For this reason, the scalp colors are just a bit darker than their matching Base Color texture.

There are a large number of scalp color presets, some which may look very similar, especially in
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the thumbnail  preview,  but each is  slightly different.   Experiment  with them to get  a nice,
natural match to your final hair color.  To apply a Scalp Preset,  make sure you have the hair
object selected in the scene,  then select the scalp material in the Surfaces Tab, then simply
Double-click the preset in the Scalp Textures folder.

3.  Adjusting the Scalp Color for a better match

All of the adjustment presets in the Utilities folder will apply to scalps just as they do with the
hair textures.  However, the Tiling presets will not produce favorable results.  If you apply a
Tiling Preset, the scalp texture will tile and will not look like it is supposed to.  If you find that
you mistakenly tiled the scalp, and it is too late to Undo, you can apply the UHT2 Tile X1
preset, which will restore the tiling to only a single instance.

Use the  Brightness  presets  to  make the scalp  color  a  bit  darker  or  lighter  without  actually
changing the color.  These are the presets with the light bulbs on the thumbnail.

Use the Translucency presets to help lighten or darken the scalp as well.  Lower settings will
make the scalp appear a bit brighter, while higher settings will make the scalp appear a bit
darker.

In most situations,  you don't see enough of the scalp to want to change the Shine settings,
however the Shine presets will work on scalps.  Perhaps there is a sharp highlight appearing at
the hairline due to the lights in your scene.  You can use the Shine presets to lessen this.

As with any material settings, some individual adjustments by the user might be necessary. For
example, minor color changes might require you to adjust the diffuse tint (labeled Base Color in
the Iray material settings).

For detailed descriptions of the UHT2 Utilities, see Section VI: Using Utilities for Fine Tuning

To watch an informal video on using the techniques described in this section, follow this link to
YouTube:  UHT2:  Scalp Texturing

IV.  Using UHT2 Base Textures

1.  Preparing Hair Model for Using UHT2 Base Textures

If you plan to use the UHT2 Base Textures for your hair model, there is virtually no preparation
needed before using the presets.  Some hair models load without textures at all.  If the hair
model loads solid white with no apparent transparency, be sure to select a texture from the
default textures that came with the hair product.  This will put in the required transparency maps
that UHT2 uses to texture the hair.  

It is recommended that you apply the lightest default texture available, especially if you plan to
color the scalp.

2.  Selecting a Base Color

There are a large number of base color presets, some which may look very similar, especially in
the thumbnail preview, but each is slightly different.  The base colors look quite nice on their
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own and may be used without Color Mixing, especially for distant shots.  There is not much
need to layer colors if you are not rendering a close up.  To apply a Base Color Preset,  make
sure you have the hair object selected in the scene, then select the hair materials in the Surfaces
Tab, then simply Double-click the preset in the Base Textures folder.

3.  Some Things to Consider When Choosing a Base Color

If you intend to use the Color Mixer, there are a couple of things to consider first when choosing
your base color.  If you want, for example, to simply put some blonde highlights on a brown
hair, simply select the brown base you want.  Then use Color Mixer to add the highlights.  If
you are rendering a closeup and want to layer several colors together for a unique, multi-toned
look, you want to start with a base color that is a shade or two darker than what you ultimately
want.  As you layer colors over the base, it will likely appear that the base looks lighter.  It isn't
any lighter, but the eye sees the dark base and the highlights together, giving the illusion that the
base has gotten lighter.

Another thing to consider is the “roots”.  There are masks in the Color Mixer that will allow you
to place darker roots on the hair, but depending on the UVs, this could be tricky to get just right.
If you start with your roots color as your base texture, you can layer another base color over it,
adjusted vertically down just slightly, using the Color Mixer and one of the higher-coverage
masks.  For example, if you know you want a Ginger colored final hair, but you want a bit of
natural root coloring, you might use Deep Ginger or Chestnut Brown as your base color, then in
the Color Mixer, you would layer Medium Ginger using Mask001 vertically placed at around 10
on the slider.  

More details on using the Color Mixer are in Section V: Using the Color Mixer.  

Also to consider, don't be afraid to mix base colors on different parts of the hair.  If the hair
designer has set up multiple material zones, such as “Under Hair”, or “Fine Hairs”, etc. you can
apply slightly darker or lighter bases to each section.  Maybe the “Fine Hairs” will have a shade
or two lighter than the main hair, or the “Under Hair” will be a shade or two darker.  This will
give more depth to the overall look of the hair, resulting in a more realistic and natural color.
When using the Color Mixer to add highlights, it does not matter that all the hair does not have
the same Base Color.  This is the reason so many Base Textures have been provided that are
very close in tone and value, and are arranged in the Base Textures folder by overall value.

4.  Making Adjustments to the Base Texture

The Utilities folder contains many presets to help adjust the overall look of the Base Textures.
Base textures are loaded in tiled only once, so depending on the UVs, the hair may look coarse,
or “spaghetti-like”.  Five tiling presets are provided in the Utilities folder (1 through 5 times) to
help fit the strands to the UVs better.  Keep in mind, if you change the tiling on the base texture,
then decide later to load a different base texture, the tiling will reset to 1.  Changes made in the
Color Mixer will not affect tiling, nor any of the other Utilities presets (except, obviously, the
tiling presets).  Only applying a new Base Texture from the Base Textures folder will reset the
tiling.

An example of using the Utilities to adjust the base colors:  If you choose to do a bottom layer
of hair with Sunny Blonde, then a top layer with Pale Blonde, the difference between the two
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shades might be too contrasting for your taste.  You can try to either lighten the Sunny Blonde
by using the Brighten Preset, or deepen the Pale Blonde using the Darken Preset.  Or, change
the translucency setting of either Blonde using the Translucency Presets.  Lower translucency
values will make the hair appear brighter, while higher settings will make it appear darker.

As with any material settings, some individual adjustments by the user might be necessary. For
example, minor color changes might require you to adjust the diffuse tint (labeled Base Color in
the Iray material settings), or manually changing the Translucency Weight to a value not given
using the presets.

For detailed descriptions of the UHT2 Utilities, see Section VI: Using Utilities for Fine Tuning

To watch an informal video on using the techniques described in this section, follow this link to
YouTube:  UHT2:  Using Base Textures

V:   Using the Color Mixer

1.  Preparing Hair Model for Color Mixer

If you have followed the steps outlined in Section II or Section IV above, there is no additional
preparation required to use the Color Mixer.  If you started with original textures, be sure you
have applied the UHT2 !UseOriginalTextures preset on the hair surfaces before using Color
Mixer.  This will ensure that all of the required material channels are on the hair surfaces and
that all of the maps used by Color Mixer are loaded into Daz Studio.  If you started with UHT2
Base Textures, all of these settings are already on the hair surfaces.

2.  The Interface

The Color Mixer interface is divided into four simple sections: 

◦ Blend Color:  This is represented in the upper left corner with a large thumbnail preview of
the hair texture that will be layered over whatever hair texture is currently on your model
(hereafter referred to as “current texture”).  A slider below the thumbnail  allows you to
scroll through the available blend colors.  The name of each blend color is indicated above
the slider.

◦ Mask:  The masks control where the Blend Color will overlay the current texture.  Black
areas of the mask indicate where the current texture will show, whereas white areas of the
mask indicate where the Blend Color will show.  It is represented in the upper right corner
with a large thumbnail preview of the mask as well as a basic representation of how it will
blend over the current texture.  A slider below the thumbnail allows you to scroll through
the available masks.  The name of each mask is indicated above the slider.

◦ Mask Position (Up/Down):  This slider will allow you to change the vertical position of the
mask, further controlling where the Blend Color will lay over the current texture.  This is
most helpful when using masks that have a specific hairline, such as ombre or balayage.
Negative numbers will move the mask up, positive numbers will move the mask down. This
sounds opposite of what you might expect, but it is a core behavior of Layered Image Editor
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and could not be changed.

◦ Blend Opacity:  This slider controls how strong the Blend Color will overlay the current
texture.  At 100, the full strength and color of the Blend Color will be applied.  Keep in
mind, however, that the mask also controls how strong the blend will be.  Pure white areas
of the mask will be 100% color, while pure black will be 0% color.  Any gray areas between
will be lighter versions of the Blend Color.  For this reason, it is recommended to only lower
this number slightly or you may lose too much color and not see enough of the effect you
are trying to achieve.  “Slightly” meaning lower it to a number between 60 and 100 to avoid
losing the blend altogether.  One very good use for this feature would be to give an overall
tint to your current texture.  If, for example, the hair seems too light, you can overlay a
darker color using Mask001 with opacity set to 60 and you will get a slightly darker color
without losing all of the other highlights and color blends that you put in before.

3.  Using the Blend Colors with the Masks

The Base Colors that come with UHT2 look pretty good on their own, and in distant shots they
may be enough to make your character's hair look great.  But, for closer renders, or for truly
unique color combinations, Color Mixer is the way to go.  The Blend Colors use the exact same
textures as the Base Colors, so they will line up perfectly every time.  

Depending on the effect you are going for, choose a Blend Color that is either very close to the
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current texture (Base Color), or boldly contrasting to it.  For blonde hair with just a few touches
of highlights, you might choose a Blend Color only a shade or two lighter than the current
texture.  For black hair streaked with bright red highlights, you could either start with a black
base, then layer a red Blend Color over it, or start with the red base and blend a black Blend
Color over that.  

Or run the Color  Mixer  several  times,  using a  different  Blend Color  and Mask each time,
creating a rich variety of tones across the hairstyle.  It is recommended to start with the darkest
color, then blend progressively lighter tones with each layer.

If you layer a color and it is not dark enough, you can layer the same color with the same mask
again and it will be more intense.

Many  of  the  masks  might  look  very  similar  in  the  preview  Thumbnail,  but  each  one  is
completely unique.  So, even if you choose two masks that look like they cover the hair the
same, they will actually lay over each other differently, giving you a proper blend.  You can start
with a dark base color, then layer a medium color with Mask001, then do it again with a light
color  using  Mask003  and  you  will  get  three  colors  blended  together  with  highlights  and
lowlights.  

To create interesting ombre or balayage (a softer ombre), you can use one of the ombre masks
and, using 3 or 4 passes with Color Mixer and a different color each time, move the mask down
about 10 percent each time and you will have a colorful gradient.

4.  Using the Masks with Mask Position Slider

Any of the masks can be moved up or down to control where they will place the Blend Color
over the current texture.  Each of the masks has a black area at the top which represents “roots”,
if  you will.   This line can be moved down by entering POSITIVE numbers into the Mask
Position slider.  As stated earlier in this guide, to make “dark roots” it is best to start with the
darker color as your Base Color, then using one of the masks with heavier coverage (such as
Mask001) and a lighter color, then move the mask down about 10 units using the Mask Position
slider.

Masks with a solid white area at either the top or bottom, and a soft transition line to the black
area, have been included with Color Mixer, however I think it looks more natural to use one of
the masks at the beginning of the slider list.

The final six masks in Color Mixer have either mostly black or mostly white, and then a line to
separate them.  The masks that put the Blend Color at the top of the head need to be moved UP
to move the hairline and will  therefore require  NEGATIVE numbers in  the Position slider.
Think of it this way:  If you want the color to show from the roots to about 10% blended into
the current texture, you would set the slider to -90%.  To put the roots at 35%, move the slider
to -65%, etc.

To watch informal videos on using the techniques described in this section, follow this link to
YouTube:   UHT2:  Using Masks in Color Mixer
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VI:  Using Utilities for Fine Tuning

1.  First, some important information

The  UHT2 Utilities  are  a  set  of  presets  located  in  the  Utilities  folder  that  allow for  easy
adjustments to the brightness, glossiness, translucency, and tiling of the UHT2 Shaders.  Each of
the presets only affects certain channels in the shader, so they make a good shortcut to making
some specialized changes to each part of the shader.  As with any material setup, additional
tweaking by the user may be required, but for the most part we tried to make it as easy as
possible to get great looking Iray rendered hair with little effort.

2.  Brightness Presets

These three presets, featured with a light bulb on the thumbnail, are for making a slight increase
or decrease to the brightness of the diffuse and translucency textures.  They work by slightly
shifting the color scale.  When you apply a Base Texture from the Base Textures folder, the
textures load in at 1.5 color scale.  This makes them vivid and bright enough for your scene
without adjusting image gamma.  UHT2 B_Brighten raises the color half a step (to 2.0), while
UHT2 B_Darken lowers it half a step (to 1.0) from the default color.  UHT2 B_Revert simply
sets the color back to the default (1.5).  This is technical information that you probably don't
care about, but is good to know anyway.

These presets are best used when you have used two Base colors that are very close in value.
Brightening the lighter base or darkening the darker base will provide more color separation,
giving a richer look.  Conversely, darkening the lighter base or brightening the darker base can
bring two base colors closer to a match in tone, making the difference less extreme.  It's a very
subtle effect that is not visible in the viewport until you render (or use the Iray Render preview).

Another great use for the Brightening presets is to bring the value of the scalp, or skullcap,
closer to match the “hair” that is growing out of it, making the blend smoother and eliminating
the harsh transition between scalp color and hair color that can happen.  You would get as close
as  you can using the  Scalp Texture  presets  and other  adjustments  (such as  translucency or
diffuse color changes), then apply a Brightness preset if it is still slightly mismatched.

3.  Cutout Presets

In some cases, the transparency maps that come with a particular hair model do not translate
well  when  converted  to  Iray  shaders.   They  may  appear  too  thin  and  whispy,  with  more
transparent areas than intended.  Most times, simply increasing the cutout opacity in the shader
is enough to balance the blacks and whites of the transparency map.  Four Cutout Presets are
provided to make this process more simple.  The presets change the Cutout Opacity to 1.0, 1.25,
1.5, and 2.0, which should take care of the transparency issues in most cases.

4.  Scatter Presets

Depending on the lighting in your scene, hair with UHT2 shader settings applied may appear 
“waxy” or “too translucent”, which can sometimes have an effect that doesn't look the way you 
want.  It may make the glossiness too extreme, or even interfere with the transparency of the 
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cutout maps.  A simple setting in the translucency called “Base Color Effect” can be set to either
“Scatter Only” or “Scatter & Transmit”.  By default, UHT2 uses the “Scatter & Transmit” 
setting, but if you wish to see how the hair looks with “Scatter Only”, you can simply use the 
UHT2 Scatter OFF preset to switch the setting on all selected hair surfaces.  UHT2 Scatter ON 
switches the setting back to “Scatter & Transmit”.  Sometimes the effect is subtle, other times it 
can make a big difference in how the hair appears when rendered.

5.  Shine Presets

The shine presets are, quite simply, a set of presets to control the overall shine of the hair when
rendered.   You won't necessarily notice the difference in the viewport unless you have Iray
Preview render  activated,  or  until  you do a  test  render.   The  presets  use a  combination  of
adjustments to the Glossiness and Top Coat settings to achieve a range of shine from “barely
glossy at all” to “very glossy”.  Four presets have been provided to help achieve the best look
for your render.  This was one reason it was suggested you set up your scene lighting before
beginning to color the hair.  If you have a high shine value set to the hair, and then add a bunch
of light sources, you may end up with hair that is much shinier than you intended.

The shine presets work with scalp textures as well as hair textures, and they work whether you
use UHT2 textures or the original hair textures.  If you use them with any shader other than the
UHT2  shaders,  results  may  vary  since  they  were  designed  to  take  advantage  of  UHT2's
glossiness maps.

6.  Tiling Presets

Traditionally, before Iray became available for Daz Studio, the ability to tile a hair texture map
across a hair model was not an option.  Increasing the number of Horizontal Tiles in a shader
would  globally  tile  ALL texture  maps  fed  into  the  shader.   Since  transmapped  hair,  by
definition, uses transparency maps to create the realistic look of thousands of strands of hair, or
the irregular edge of a hairline, tiling all maps would have also tiled the transparency maps,
effectively ruining the look of the hair.

Now, with Iray, we are able to independently tile any map in any channel of the shader without
affecting the other maps.  The Tiling Presets in the Utilities folder provide the opportunity to tile
all of the necessary maps without affecting the transparency.  And the presets change all the
maps at once, without the need to individually change them.  Currently, the UHT2 shaders use 9
maps to control the texture of the hair, not counting the transparency maps.  Imagine having to
change all of them for every surface of the hair?

Why tile the hair textures?  Depending on how the UVs were created for a particular hair object,
a texture might be stretched or compressed across the UV map.  It can result in hair strands that
look very coarse, or like “spaghetti”.  By increasing the number of tiles horizontally across the
UVs,  you  get  a  tighter  concentration  of  individual  strands,  resulting  in  a  smoother,  more
realistic hair.  

Base textures are loaded in tiled only once.  For many hair objects, this is fine.  Most, however,
seem to benefit from at least 3 tiles.  Ten tiling presets have been provided in the Utilities folder
(UHT2 Tile 01 through 10) to help fit the strands to the UVs better.  Keep in mind, if you
change the tiling on the base texture, then decide later to load a different base texture, the tiling
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will reset to 1.  Changes made in the Color Mixer will not affect tiling, nor will any of the
Utilities presets.  Only applying a new Base Texture from the Base Textures folder will reset the
tiling.  If you change tiling to anything but 1, keep in mind that your Color Mixing will be tiled
as well, so if you are going for large chunky highlights, they will get tiled, compressing them
and they will not be as big or chunky as you might like.

7.  Translucency Presets

Translucency is basically how much a particular surface allows light to shine through an object.
For example, a sheet of paper has one translucency value, while a sheet of aluminum foil has
another translucency value.  The paper will allow light to shine through it, while the foil will
not.  Even though they are the same thickness, aluminum is not as translucent as paper.

With that in mind, the more translucent a surface is, the more its color is affected by light and
by the shadow of the object behind it.  In the case of 3d hair, what is behind a strip of hair is
usually another strip of hair, which is going to block some of the light passing through the first
strip of hair.  As a result, the layers appear a bit darker the higher you set the translucency.  In
some cases, this is a really nice effect and can give volume and richness to the hair.  However,
in some lighting situations, or with some hair styles, this can actually cause odd shadows in the
hair, so a lower translucency setting is desirable.

UHT2 comes with five (5) Translucency Presets, from None to High, maxing out at 0.8.  Any
higher than 0.8 would leave the hair entirely to dark in some lighting or absolutely blown out
white in a scene with back lighting.  Setting the translucency to 0 can make the hair look very
flat and papery.  Using the “None” setting is not recommended except on scalps to help give the
lighter colors a boost.

VII:  Tips and Tricks
• Though mentioned before, it bears repeating... If you plan to color the scalp, it is best to

apply one of the default textures that is close to white in color before you attempt to
apply a Scalp Texture.  This will help keep the Scalp Textures colors as pure as possible.

• Some  hair  objects  load  in  at  base  resolution,  meaning  it  has  not  been  subdivided.
Subdividing hair can make it smoother with more curves and less sharp angles in the
bend of the hair.  Iray can handle subdivided hair meshes much better than previous
render methods.  It is recommended that you subdivide the hair.

• As with any material preset you use, some manual adjustments to the UHT2 materials
may  be  required  to  suit  your  scene.   Factors  such  as  scene  lights,  HDRI  lighting,
distance  from  the  camera,  shadows  cast  from  other  objects  in  the  scene,  etc.,  all
contribute to overall appearance of the hair.

• Users  who are  familiar  with  the  Layered  Image  Editor  (LIE)  may even  find  better
control of the color mixing by manually loading in masks and color overlays in several
layers, instead of using the Color Mixer script.  Base Colors and Masks are located in
the Runtime/Textures/SloshWerks/UHT2 directory.
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VIII:  Saving Materials and Color Mixes
Simply saving your scene will save any UHT2 settings you have applied to your hair, including
Color Mixer layers.  Scenes saved this way will recreate the Color Mixer layers upon reloading
the scene, which will add a small amount of time to scene loading.  Tests have shown that this
extra time is minimal and not significant.  Just be aware that there is a small lag time while
UHT2 recalculates any Color Mixing you may have done.  If you did not use Color Mixer, the
load time will be normal as there is no calculating to be done.

1.  Saving Materials to Use on Same Hair

This is as simple as selecting the hair model in the scene tab, then saving a material preset.  To
save a material preset, go to “File:Save As: Material(s) Preset...”  This will save your current
texture work for use on the same hair model in future scenes.  Be sure to save the preset in a
location of your choice that you will remember later, and name it appropriately.  For example,
“Portia Hair Blonde Mix 01” or something similar.  When applying this new Material Preset to
this hairstyle in future scenes, there will be a slight delay as the Layers are recalculated, but the
delay is minimal.  After applying the material preset, you can continue to add more color layers
or use any of the Utility presets.

2.  Saving as a Shader Preset to Use on Any Hair

To save a shader preset, select the hair object in the scene tab.  Then, select only ONE surface
from the Surface Panel.  Be sure the surface you select is one that you have applied UHT2
settings to.  Go to “File:Save As: Shader Preset...”  This will save your current texture work for
use on any hair surface in future scenes.  When the Shader Save dialog box comes up, expand
the list shown and navigate to the Geometry section and “uncheck” Geometry (see picture
below).  This will ensure that you do not overwrite the transparency maps or displacement on
other hairs that you apply the shader to.

Be sure to save the preset in a location of your choice that you will remember later, and name it
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appropriately.  For example, “Blonde Mix 01 Shader” or something similar.  When applying this
new Shader Preset to hairstyles in future scenes, there will be a slight delay as the Layers are
recalculated, but the delay is minimal.

To apply the shader to any hair surface, simply select the hair model in the scene tab, then in the
Surfaces Tab, select any hair surfaces you want to apply the shader to, then double-click the
new preset you created.  After a small delay, the new shader will be applied to the selected hair
surfaces, complete with any tiling changes you made, or brightness, translucency, etc.  Further
adjustments may be needed to suit your scene lighting or the style of the hair.  After applying
the shader, you can continue to add more color layers or use any of the Utility presets.

To watch an informal video on using the techniques for saving presets as described in this
section, follow this link to YouTube:  UHT2: Saving Presets to Use Later

IX: Conclusion:
Thank-you so much for purchasing UHT2: Ultimate Color.  You may find yourself using it in
every Iray render.   I  teamed up with DraagonStorm on this  project,  due to DraagonStorm's
brilliance with Daz scripting.  We tried to make the product as versatile and easy to use as we
could by using a combination of scripting and traditional shader presets optimized to give the
best look, with lots of text editing to control where the effects are placed without disrupting
your other settings. 

Enjoy using the product and by all means, share your renders!  There is no greater joy than
seeing great art created with something you contributed to the process.

I have made several videos showing some of the techniques described in this manual, as well as
a  few additional  videos  showing how to  apply effects,  such as  ombre  and root  darkening.
Please check out the playlist on YouTube:  UHT2:  How-To Videos

Thanks again,

Brian (SloshWerks)
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